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Henry said with a laugh, “Of course, he’s unfamiliar to you. He’s Jasper Laine,
from Mainland. He’s the most splendid stock god I’ve ever seen.”

“Stock god from Mainland?”

Mitch’s tone was a playful one as if he heard someone claiming themselves to be
the number one rich guy from the rural area.

“Hey dude, people from Mainland know how to invest in stocks as well?” asked
Mitch calmly.

“There are, but very few,” Jasper answered calmly.

“Hahaha…”

Mitch burst into laughter on the spot.

Then, he waved his hand in an elegant manner and said, “I’m sorry, I really can’t
take it when listening to this dude’s comment.”

In Mitch’s opinion, perhaps there might be people from Mainland who knew how
to play with stocks and were smart enough to earn money, but how many people
actually knew how to invest in stocks? The answer was rare among the rarest!

“What’s so funny about it?” Jasper looked at Mitch calmly.

Mitch shrugged his shoulder and said thoughtfully, “My friend, Harbor City’s
stocks and the stocks in Mainland are totally different. Don’t think that by knowing
a little, you’ll be able to survive in this stock market. You guys from Mainland are



lacking way behind. In my opinion, you’re just a brat from the rural area of
Mainland!”

Henry was the first to reveal an unpleasant look when he heard up to that point.

In his current opinion, Jasper was like a god when it came to putting on an act.
All this while, Mitch never had a good relationship with Henry. ‘With all the things
he has blurted, then what does my identity as Young Master Law mean anyway?

‘Is he implying that I’m a lackey following a kid from the rural area and learning
from him?’

“Mitch, don’t act all mighty. Yesterday, Zane suffered a terrible loss in Jasper’s
hands!”

Mitch sneered. “Zane? Will you believe that he will try to get on my good terms
when he’s facing me?”

As he was saying, Mitch pointed at Jasper with his finger and said coldly, “Don’t
think you can ignore everybody’s presence just because you know a thing or two.
There’s more that goes on under Harbor City’s surface than you think. It’s not up
to someone from the rural area of Mainland like you to claim yourself as a stock
god. Even I don’t dare proclaim myself to be a stock god, let alone you?”

Henry’s expression was dark as he was unhappy about it. He looked like a young
master whose temper was at the brink of exploding.

However, he still put up with it. His eyes kept glancing over at Jasper.

He found it rather weird. ‘Mitch is being so arrogant, but why isn’t he showing any
reaction?’

Henry could not wait to activate his learning mode. He could still vividly recall
Zane trembling with fear yesterday!



Once again, Mitch shifted his gaze to Anna without waiting for Jasper to speak
up.

He said gently, “Anna, if you want to learn how to invest in stocks, just let me
know. I’ll teach you for sure.

“Why bother wasting your time on this brat from Mainland?

“I’ve seen plenty of such people. At most, they’re using some tricks and acting as
if they’re very brilliant. In reality, though, they’re worthless and their true intention
is to cheat you.”

Anna frowned, putting on an irritated look. Just when she was about to speak,
Jasper got up.

Henry was agitated. His trembling hands nearly flew to cover Anna’s mouth.

He knew that Jasper was about to speak, so he quickly held Anna back.

“I’ve never said that I’m the stock god. Whether or not I’m the stock god, it’s just a
title. Besides, in my opinion, even with such a childish title, it all comes down to
each other’s ability in the end. No one can say for sure that they’ll have the final
laugh.”

Jasper stood opposite Mitch. His tone had a sense of confidence that one would
not be able to ignore.

“But you… You’re Young Master Langdon, right? And you keep displaying your
superiority before me, all just so everyone will think greatly of you.”

The corners of Jasper’s mouth gradually lifted up. His unique and impressive
aura that his body exuded suddenly changed. He was like a hawk now,
aggressive and full of hostility.



“However, all this so-called sense of superiority, to me it’s just a childish act.”

Henry was almost voicing out to cheer.

He said into Anna’s ear, suppressing his agitated voice, “Did you see that? Did
you see that?! Lil Sis, he always waits till his opponent is done expressing
themselves before talking. Besides, every time he talks, he never scolds them,
yet he’s able to trigger his opponent.”

Anna, feeling speechless, pushed Henry who was still blurting, away. She put on
a worried look when she glanced at Mitch’s dark and ruthless expression.

With Mitch’s character, he would hold on to grudges and was not generous
enough to forgive others. With Jasper agitating him, Mitch would definitely not let
this matter slide aside.


